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Abstract. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is an emergent technology for the modularization of 
crosscutting concern. The most used approach to support the AOP paradigm is based on the aspect 
notion, as the basic unit that contains the crosscutting concern logic and a method that relates it to the 
functional components (pointcuts, advices, join-points). This mechanism, popularized by tools like 
AspectJ, restricts and limits the handling of conflicts among aspects. In this work a flexible, wider and 
powerful approach is presented. This strategy is based on two main mechanisms: definition of 
associations and explicit rules. The approach presented is implemented in a prototype denominated 
MEDIATOR. 
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1  Introduction 

The term concern generally refers to concepts within an 
application that are relevant to that Application. This 
basically means that, in every applications, there is a 
core part (the business logic), and many accessory parts 
(concerns) which deal with the user interface, security, 
and other concerns. However, the code related to the 
latter is mixed with the bussiness logic of the 
application. The Separation of Concern (SoC) [9] 
principle states that a given problem involves different 
kinds of concerns, which should be identified and 
separated to successfully cope with complexity, and to 
achieve the required engineering quality factors such as 
robustness, adaptability, maintainability and reusability 
[20].  

Therefore, two concern types are identified: the core 
concerns and the crosscutting concerns. Generally, the 

core concerns represent the basic or primary 
functionality of a system. The crosscutting concerns 
represent the secondary or peripheral functionality. For 
example Logging, Persistence, Security, Authentication, 
Synchronization, Error Handling, are crosscutting 
concerns.    

The conventional programming techniques give 
appropriate support for the implementation of the core 
concern. However, the implementation of the 
crosscutting concern using these techniques generates 
the code for these concerns mixed and scatted through 
the core concerns code.       

An Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [23] tool 
provides mechanisms to encapsulate the crosscutting 
concern and to integrate the aspects without modifying 
the components of basic functionality. Most of the AOP 
tools are extensions of conventional languages. These 
extensions incorporate mechanisms to implement the 



cuts and add constructs that describe the semantics and 
the aspects behavior. After aspects codification, a 
weaving process integrates the aspects with the 
components of basic functionality, generating the final 
application [28]. An Aspect is a unit of code and it is 
composed of different constructions like methods, 
attributes, introductions, declarations, cuts, etc. The cuts 
give sense to the aspects, since they are the elements that 
link the aspects with components of basic functionality. 
The fundamental devices of a cut are: join-point, 
primitive cuts and advices. Although the device 
characteristic varies among these tools, their purpose is 
essentially the same one. This model has been imposed 
by AspectJ [22], the most diffused, popular and used 
AOP tool. The AspectJ model has also been replicated 
by many other AOP tools [13][14][15][19][27].    

 
It is possible that two or more aspects can cause a 

conflict, during the weaving process. Conflicts may 
occur if two or more aspects compete for activation [29]. 
The activation of certain conflicts can cause undesired, 
unpredictable and inconsistence behavior. Handling of 
conflicts requires solutions for two problems: conflict 
detection and resolution. However, in most of the AOP 
tools the conflicts detection is a manual task and the 
resolution possibilities are very poor and restricted [4].  

In this work an approach to conflict solving among 
aspects is presented. The solution provided involves 
detection and resolutions of these conflicts, while based 
on two mechanisms: the definition of associations and 
explicit rules. These strategies make the approach very 
flexible, effective and powerful. Other objectives, such 
as aspect reuse, are also achieved. These strategies have 
been implemented in a prototype denominated 
MEDIATOR. 

This work is structured as follows: section 2 is 
dedicated to the analysis of the causes and consequences 
of the aspect conflicts, while in sections 3, 4 and 5 the 
proposed solutions is deeply discussed. Section 6 
exposes the related works, while section 7 presents the 
final conclusions and future work.   

 

2  Conflicts: Causes and Consequences. 

Conflicts may occur if two or more aspects compete for 
activation [29], this phenomenon is also known as 
interaction [10] or interference [31]. There may be 
different types of hidden dependencies or conflicts 
between aspects, and each one will require a different 
solution in order to avoid undesired or unpredictable 
behaviour.   

In aspect-oriented applications, the same component 
may be associated to more than one aspect. This would 
be the case, for example, if an object is associated to an 
aspect that updates a system log and also to an aspect 
that defines an specific function for the data-base 

administrator. When a message is sent to this object and 
a method that stores data in the data-base is invoked, the 
two associated aspects will be activated. These 
situations arise questions: such as the possibility of 
being able to predict the resulting behavior when both 
aspects are invoked without any control. For example, a 
given order in which aspects are invoked could result in 
undefined behavior, while another order could result in 
correct behavior without further need of control. It may 
even be the case that the aspect related to the data-base 
administrator should be specialized according to the 
actual data-base being updated at that particular 
moment; that is, the behavior is dependent on the 
context. 

In these and other cases, it would be desirable for the 
developer to specify the type of conflict between 
competing aspects, and to describe the actions to be 
carried out, determining the priorities and activation 
policy of the conflicting aspects.  

However, the handling of aspect conflicts are hard 
and complex with the current aspects tools, because of 
two reasons: first of all, the identification process of 
conflicts is a manual task, and secondly the possibilities 
of resolution of conflicts are very restricted.   

AspectJ [22][16] is a good candidate to be analyze as 
for the support for handling conflicts. In this tool, 
aspects are programming constructs that crosscut the 
modularity of the basic functional classes of the 
application in predetermined ways. 

As for the devices that AspectJ provides for the 
handling conflicts it is observed that, in particular 
AspectJ lacks mechanisms to detect possible conflicts 
among aspects. The weaver-compiler “ajc” does not 
inform the possible conflicting situations automatically 
and it always proceeds in the same way, no matter 
whether conflicts exist or not.  

The responsibility of this task is for developer, 
needing to take control of code weaving and track 
generated conflicts. The detection of conflicts can be a 
simple task if the application manages a reduced 
quantity of units (classes and aspects), but the 
complexity of the task grows squarely, while the 
components of the application increase. Also, there are 
other factors that even make the detection more difficult: 
(a) the extension of aspects can introduce potential 
conflicting situations that can be unobserved and which 
identification can be difficult to be carried out; (b) the 
tasks of applications maintenance requires the addition, 
removal and modification of  components introducing 
new conflicts, as requiring certain policies to be disabled 
before the elimination of nonexistent conflicts; (c) the 
conflicts identification is less readable due to the usage 
of certain constructions (for example the wildcard); (d) 
when the system is developed by a group of 
programmers, the detection of the conflicts should be 
made at the end. 



As well as for detection of conflicts, the mechanism 
for resolution, provided by AspectJ consists of a very 
restricted precedence-based scheme (also known as 
order or priority). In order to execute aspects code in a 
certain order, it is necessary to specify it with declare 

precedence statement. The semantics is that if an aspect 
A precedes aspect B, then the advices of aspect A have 
priority and they are executed before the advices of  
aspect B.  

declare precedence: A, B; 
 
The declare precedence statement presents limitations in 
the following scenarios:  
 
a) The aspects outline more than a conflict (Figure 2). 
Each conflict requires different order policies.    
In this case, it is necessary that the advice associated to 
the pointcut A1 of aspect A be executed before that the 
advice associated to the pointcut B1 of aspect B. Once 
the declaration “declare precedence: A, B" is added to 
the source code, it is impossible for the advice 
associated to pointcut B2 of aspect B to be executed 
before the advice associated to pointcut A2 of aspect A.   
This situation is not possible to solve through a 
mechanism of precedence declarations, because it is 
related to the aspects and not to the advices or pointcuts.    
 

aspect A 
  { 
  pointcut A1(): call(void CX.met()); 
  pointcut A2(): execution(void CY.met()); 
  before(): A1() 
    { ........  } 
  after(): A2() 
    {  ........  } 
  } 

aspect B 
  { 
  pointcut B1(): call(void CX.met()); 
  pointcut B2(): execution(void CY.met()); 
  before(): B1() 
    { ........  } 
  after(): B2() 
    { ........  } 
  } 

Figure 1: Two different conflicts among 
aspects A and B. 

b) The order in that aspects should be executed depends 
on a condition of the system or of the context. In Figure 
2 is indicated that the advice of aspect A will be 
executed before than the advice of aspect B if cond is 
true. Otherwise it is executed after the advice of the 
aspect B.   
  
 

aspect A 
 { 
  declare precedence: A, B if (cond) 
  pointcut A1(): call(void CX.met()); 
  before(): A1() 
    {  ........  } 

  } 
aspect B 
 { 
  declare precedence: B,A if (!cond)  
  pointcut B1(): call(void CX.met()); 
  before(): B1() 
    {  ........  } 
  } 

Figure 2: Two different declare precedence 
statements for aspects A and B. 

 
This situation is impossible to implement in AspectJ. Its 
precedence declarations cannot be bound to conditions. 
Different declarations of precedence involving the same 
aspects also cause a compilation error.   
 
c) Two or more aspects outline a conflict that are solved 
in a certain order in a certain application. If these same 
aspects are used in another application in which should 
be executed in a different order, the previous declare 
precedence statement is not valid. In this situation the 
aspect that contains the declare precedence should be 
modified. 
 

In spite of these restrictions, the precedence scheme 
is the only possibility of conflicts resolution that AOP 
tools offer to the programmer. Even many other AOP 
tools with limited conflict detection and solving are 
available. For example AspectR [17] and phpAspect 
[18] just do not have a similar mechanism to the one of 
precedence discussed above for AspectJ. The dynamic 
weavers µDyner [5] and microDyner [32] do not admit 
that a join-point is associated to more than an advice, 
pointcut or aspect.    
 

3 Crosscutting Concern: Between Associations 
and Aspects 

To solve the inconveniences discussed in the previous 
section, a different approach is adopted for crosscutting 
concerns implementation. The aspect is an independent 
unit composed by a group of methods and attributes and 
encapsulates specific crosscutting concerning logic. 
Associations are entities defined in a separated way, 
instead of being tied to aspects, linking aspects with 
classes. That is to say, an association describes a 
relationship between an aspect and a class. 

For example, in Figure 3 the association LogAcc is 
defined, relating the Logging aspect with the Account 
class. It establishes that every time that the 



setBalance(float amount) method of Account class is 
invoked, the loogedOperations() method of Logging 
aspect is executed immediately afterwards.  

association LogAcc  
{ 
 call void Logging.loogedOperations();          
 after void Account.setBalance(float amount);    
}  

Figure 3: Association among aspect Logging 
and class Account 

Looging.loogedOpearations() can be related to other 
functional components and Account.setBalance() can be 
related to other aspects, other associations will be 
defined when needed. An association is always a one-to-
one relationship.    

This approach allows the aspects to be independent 
of the systems in which they are used and they can be 
more reusable. But more importantly, the approach will 
facilitate the handling of associations in an isolated 
particular way. From within this mechanism, a conflict 
does only happen when two or more associations define 
the same relationship type for the same functional 
component. Conflicts handling should be applied over 
associations.   
 

4  Explicit Rules to Rescue Conflicts 

The conflicts identification process analyzes the 
application associations evaluating the functional 
component that they affect and the type of relationship. 
When two or more associations coincide in these 
elements a conflict is created. The detection process 
generates a group of conflicts and it is automatic. A 
conflict (K) is a group of n associations (A): 

K = (A1, A2, …An)           n > 1 

An association can participate of a unique conflict.   
   

The definition rule allows to specify a particular 
resolution for a conflict. In this way a rule is another 
mechanism of the whole approach for develop the AOP 
applications, as it involves classes, aspects and 
associations.    

A rule establishes a condition and an action. Each 
conflict is presented as condition of the rule and a 
resolution category is indicated as action. The rule 
format is indicated in figure 4.    
 

Rule: Id_rule 
Condition: (A1, A2, ..., An) 
Action:  R(A1, A2, ..., An)   

Figure 4: Rule Format. 

4.1 Wider Resolution of Conflicts   

A wide strategy of resolution of conflicts means that 
multiple and varied methods are available in order to 

solve a conflict. The resolution categories that can be 
applied are classified in basic and combined. In Table 1, 
the basic categories are described and exampled (In the 
example column, A and B represent associations).     

Table 1: Basic Resolution Categories. 

Basic 

Categories 
Action Example 

Order 
Defining an execution 
order for associations in 
conflict. 

order  (A, B); 

Inverse 
Order 

Defining an execution 
reverse order for 
associations in conflict. 

inverseOrder 
(A, B); 

Optional 

Defining a optional 
condition execution 
over associations in 
conflict. This condition 
can be a system or 
context policie. 

if ( cond ) 
     A; 
else 
     B; 

Exclusion 

Defining execution 
exclusion (removing) 
over some associations 
in conflicts. 

excluded (A); 

Nullity 

Defining nullity 
execution (removing) 
over all associations in 
conflicts. 

 anulled (A, 
B); 

 
These categories of resolution of conflicts are 

inspired by a taxonomy proposed in Alpheus [30] and 
used in Astor [3]. New categories are defined starting 
from the combination of basic categories. In this way 
more resolution possibilities are available. In Table 2, 
the combined resolution categories are indicated and 
exampled (In the example column, A1, A2 and A3 
represent associations).     

Table 2: Combined Resolution Categories 

Combination Example 

Order-Nullity 
order (A1, A2), 
anulled (A3), 

Optional-Order 

if (cond) 
   order (A1, A2); 
else 
   order (A2, A1); 

Optional-Order-
Exclusion 

if (cond) 
   order (A1, A2); 
else 
   excluded (A2, A1); 

Optional – Order - 
Nullity 

if (cond) 
   order (A1, A2, A3); 
else 



   order (A2, A1); 
   anulled (A3); 

Optional - Order - 
Nullity - Exclusion 

 

 if (cond) 
  excluded (A1, A2, A3); 
  else 
    order (A2, A1); 
    anulled (A3); 

 
The capacity to combine resolution categories 

overcomes the conventional based-precedence schemes. 
These new procedures to solve conflicts represent a very 
powerful and flexible mechanism. The definition of 
rules impacts in the weaving process in a decisive way. 
This process will be explained here below.  
 

5  The Weaving Process. 

The weaving process integrates the aspects with the 
classes to build the final application [28]. The objective 
is to maintain the associations and the logic of resolution 
of conflicts (rules) as separated and isolated as possible 
from classes and aspects. This is the objective to which 
the design of the weaving strategy was aimed.  

The proposed strategy requires classes, associations 
and rules to participate in the weaving process, apart 
from aspects, which are explicitly not involved in this 
process. The weaving process proceeds in two stages. 
First, a linking class is generated automatically in the 
compilation phase. The methods of this class are 
denominated in turn, linking methods. These methods 
relate functional components to aspects, obtaining the 
information from their corresponding associations. In 
Figure 5 the link_Met1() linking method is shown, 
generated from the LoggAcc association (relates 
Account class to Logging aspect). 

association  LoggAcc 
{ 
  call void Logging.loogedOperations(); 
  after void Account.debit(float amount); 
} 
class Link_Class1  
{ 
   ----- 
  void static link_Met1() 
  { 
     Logging.loogedOperations(); 
  } 
  ----- 
} // end linking class 

Figure 5: Linking method generated 
from association LoggAcc 

The link_Met1() method invokes the execution of the 
aspect method, defined in the  LoggAcc association.   
 

The second phase proceeds during the execution of 
the application. In load-time those classes affected by 
the associations are linked to the linking methods, 
according to the relationship type. This process has been 
implemented by means of the Javassist API [6][7][8]. 
Figure 6 (according to LoggAcc association) illustrates 
how debit() method would be linked to the 
Link_Class1.link_Met1() linking method, when the 
Account class is loaded by the JVM (Java Virtual 
Machine). Thus, the weaving process does not modify 
the source code or the bytecode of classes. 

 
class  Account { 
  ---   
  void debit() 
  { 
   --- 
   Link_Class1.link_Met1(); 
  } 

} 

Figure 6: Modification of bytecode on-the-fly 

The previous example is validated for associations 
free of conflicts. When the associations to weave results 
in a conflicts, it is basically proceeded in the same way. 
In the first phase the rules are required besides the 
associations. The linking method concentrates the logic 
of resolution of conflict. For example, in Figure 7 the 
LoogAcc and StatisAcc associations have been defined 
(Logging and Statistic are aspects, Account is a class), 
along with the rule R, which will be used to try to solve 
any possible conflict. The LoogAcc and StatisAcc 
associations are in conflict. The Rule R has been defined 
to solve this conflict applying a category combined 
optional-order.   

association  LoggAcc 
{ 
  call void  Logging.loogedOperations(); 
  after void Account.debit(); 
  } 
association  StatisAcc 
{ 
  call void Statistc.register(); 
  after void Account.debit();   
} 
Rule R  
Condition: LoggAcc, StatisAcc; 
Action:  
    if (n) 
       order (LoggAcc, StatisAcc); 
    else  
       order (StatisAcc, LoggAcc); 

Figure 7: Conflict between LoggAcc and 
StatisAcc associations and Explicit Rule R. 



In the compilation phase, both associations are 
merged in a unique linking method. The method 
encapsulates the logic of resolution of the conflict. This 
logic comes from the category resolution of conflict in 
the defined rule R. In Figure 8, the link_Met2() linking 
method has been automatically generated starting from 
the rule R.    
 

class Link_Class1 { 
  ----- 
  void static link_Met2(boolean n) { 
      if (n() )   { 
         Logging.loogedOperations(); 
         Statistic.register(); 
       } 
       else   { 
          Statistic.register(); 
          Logging.loogedOperations(); 
       } 
   } 
  ----- 

Figure 8: Linking method of associations in conflicts. 

In summary, the functional components affected by 
some association are inserted a call to a linked method, 
according to the type of relationship of the association. 
The linking method, consists of the invoking of the 
aspect method directly, or it can include a group of 
sentences that apply a category of conflict resolution. 
Therefore, the following advantages are obtained: (i) 
classes do not have any knowledge about what aspect 
cuts them; (ii) aspects preserve their original state and 
they can be associated to any other functional 
component (iii) conflict resolution is hidden in the 
linking class, being specific for a certain application, 
and finally, (iv) if a new association or rule is defined  it 
is only necessary to generate the linking class, it is not 
necessary to compilate the other  units (classes and 
aspects).   

 
The first phase, the creation of the linking class, 

could be carried out in load-time. However, for 
efficiency reasons it is more convenient to be carried out 
as part of the compilation process.    

 
5.1 Performance  
Performance is a decisive factor in certain applications. 
For that reason, it is considered important to know and 
to evaluate the impact of the weaving strategy. An 
experiment allowed to measure and to compare the 
times of execution of an application developed under 
our approach was therefore very important.  

The basic application of the experiment is composed 
of two classes: AccountManager and Account. 
AccountManager manages a collection of Account 

object, to update the balance of the same ones. Figure 9 
represents the application of the experiment.   

 

Figure 9: Experiment Basic Application.  

Two non-functional requirements are now added: 
Logging and Statistic. Both crosscutting concerns 
register different information after debiting and 
extracting operations are executed. 

The application was implemented in 3 different 
versions: (1) implementation in Java; (2) 
implementation in AspectJ; (3) implementation in 
MEDIATOR. The execution of each version was carried 
out in 3 tests: (A) 10,000 instances of Account, 100,000 
aleatory calls to the debit() method and 100,000 aleatory 
calls to the extract() method; (B) 50,000 instances of 
Account, 500,000 aleatory calls to the debit() method 
and 500,000 aleatory calls to the extract() method; (C) 
100,000 instances of Account, 1,000,000 aleatory calls 
to the debit() method and 1,000,000 aleatory calls to the 
extract() method. 

Timing was taken using the standard 
System.currentTimeMillis() method, which has a 
resolution of 10ms or less, depending on the operating 
system. The environment of the experiment was the 
following: 
- Machine: Intel Celeron CPU 1.80 GHz. 248 MB RAM 
- Operating System: Windows XP 
- JVM: Java 1.5.0 (J2SE 5.0) 
- AspectJ 1.5 
- Javassist 3.2 

The experiments results are showed in Figure 10.   
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Figure 10: Chart of Test A, B and C over 3 different 
implementations. 

The best performance in test A was obtained by Java 
version. However, the difference with other versions 



was less than 13,5%. Tests B and C present a few 
surprises because it shows that the Java version spends 
more time than AspectJ and MEDIATOR versions. Also 
in these tests AspectJ version is faster than MEDIATOR 
version. In test B AspectJ spent 6% less and in test C 2% 
less. The cause of this minimun advantage in favor of 
AspectJ, it can be that the AspectJ weaver inserts hook 
in the classes to the aspects. The cuts are explicit and 
direct. In MEDIATOR, the used method is less direct 
and obvious, since the classes are linked to the methods 
of the linking class, and these are linked to the aspects. 
Another factor to keep in mind is the association aspect-
object coded in AspectJ. In the AspectJ version of Test 
A, B and C, the aspects use the default association. By 
default, only one instance of an aspect exists in a virtual 
machine (VM)-much like a singleton class. If another 
association type is applied, such as perthis, pertarget or 
perflow, which consume more resources, the AspectJ 
performance can be less. 

 
We can not compare the execution when a resolution 

combined category has been applied, because AspectJ 
do not support it. For these reason we consider that this 
study is not complete. Even so, it guides us about 
MEDIATOR performance. The preliminary observation 
is that MEDIATOR is competitive, but consistently 
slower than AspectJ.   
 

6  Related Works 

Several works have been developed in order to detect 
and solve conflicts situations among aspects. Each of 
them presents their own classification and the strategies 
to solve the conflicts. The resolution of the conflicts in 
most of the cases is the developer’s responsibility, which 
means that, the developer has to analyze the situation 
and decide the best resolution strategy. 

The first directly related work with the detection and 
resolution of conflicts has seemingly been [10] [11]. The 
authors hold that the treatment of the conflicts among 
aspects should be carried out in a separated form from 
the aspects definition. A model of three-phases intends 
for the programming of multiple aspects:  (i) 
Programming: The aspects that are part of an application 
are written independently and possibly for different 
programmers; (ii) Analysis of conflicts: An automatic 
tool detects the interactions among aspects and it returns 
the results to the programmer; (iii) Resolution of 
conflicts: The programmer solves the interactions using 
a dedicated composition language. The result of this 
phase can be again checked in phase (ii).  The solution is 
based on a generic framework for AOP that is 
characterized by a very expressive language of 
crosscutting cuts, static conflicts analysis and a 
linguistic support for the resolution of conflicts.   

An approach to detect and to analyze the 
interferences (conflicts) caused by the capacities that 
AspectJ is presented in [33]. This approach provides 
mechanisms to modify the hierarchical structure of the 
classes (declaration declares parents) and to introduce 
new members to the classes (methods and attributes). 
This work is based on traditional techniques of programs 
analysis and it is only led to the detection of a class of 
conflicts. 

An analysis model to detect conflicts among 
crosscutting concern is presented in [35]. The purpose of 
the authors is to identify the interactions among aspects 
in the modelling, and to provide a formal method that 
allows developers to detect the conflicts by means of 
successive refinements. The main objective is to achieve 
the detection of conflicts as soon as possible (early 
detection of conflicts) and to offer certain level of 
prediction of the impact generated by the insert of new 
aspects. This work is limited to the detection of the 
conflict, although in early stages of the development. 

A precedence model of AspectJ (sequential), used to 
establish the execution order of advices, when they are 
associated to the same join-point is improved and 
optimized in [36]. The representation of the model in a 
precedence graph, leads to a model of concurrent 
precedence. This work tries to improvement the 
resolution of conflicts mechanism especially for 
AspectJ. 

LogicAJ [31] provides interferences aspect-aspect 
analysis for AspectJ that includes capacities for: (a) 
identifying a well defined interferences class, (b) 
determining the execution order free of interference (c) 
determining the weave algorithm more convenient for a 
group of given aspects. The analysis of interferences is 
independent from the base programs to those that the 
aspects are referred to (only the aspects are necessary for 
the analysis) and independent from the aspect analyzer’s 
additional annotations.  

Programme Slicing is a technique that aims to the 
extraction of program elements related to a computation 
in particular. This approach is proposed to analyze the 
interactions among aspects, since it can reduce the code 
parts that are needed to analyze in order to understand 
the effects of each aspect [24]    

A very interesting work is Reflex [34], a tool that 
facilitates the implementation and composition of 
different aspects oriented languages. This work proposes 
a model which provides a high level of abstraction to 
implement the new languages of aspects and to support 
the detection and resolution of conflicts. Reflex consists 
basically on a kernel which a 3 layers architecture: (1) a 
layer of transformation in charge of the basic weave 
with support for the structural modification and of 
behaviour of base programs; (2) a composition layer for 
the detection and resolution of interactions and (3) a 
language layer, for the definition of the language aspects 



modulation. The detection of interactions follows the 
outline proposed for [10] and it is limited to a static 
approach of the interaction of aspects. The interactions 
are not detected at execution time. There are two ways 
of solving an interaction: (1) to choose of the 
interactions the aspect that will be applied in the 
execution (2) to order and to nest the aspects for the 
execution. This work advances that a AOP tool should 
manage conflicts and consequently it provides a specific 
layer of the kernel for this purpose, but it imposes very 
restricted resolution methods.    

A way to formally validate precedence orderings 
between aspects that share join-points is presented in 
[26]. This work introduces a small language, CompAr, 
in which the user expresses the effect of the advice that 
is important for aspect interaction, and properties that 
should be true after the execution of the advice. The 
CompAr compiler can then check that a given advice 
ordering does not invalidate a property of an advice. 

An interaction analysis for Composition Filters is 
proposed in [12]. In this work is detected when one 
aspect prevents the execution of another, and can check 
that a specified trace property is ensured by an aspect. 

The use of rules as strategy or mechanism for 
handling conflicts has been proposed in several recent 
works. [21] presents a logic-based initial exploration 
where facts and rules are defined for the detection of 
interactions in Reflex [34]. In [25], it is proposed a 
constraint-based, declarative approach to specify the 
composition of aspects at shared join-points. The 
ordering constrains and control constrains are similar to 
the basic categories of resolution of our approach. The 
ordering and control constraint can not be combined. 
The implementation of this model requires the extension 
of AOP Language in several aspects: join-point 
constructs, advices constructs, declarations statements, 
etc. The restrictions of AOP Languages, like the 
limitations of precedence statement (section 2) are not 
overcome, because the resolutions are applied in the 
aspects body.  

 

7. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this article a complete approach to detect and to solve 
conflicts among aspects has been presented. The main 
strategies applied are: (i) Implementation separated from 
the crosscutting concern in aspects and associations. 
These mechanisms allow us to isolate and to 
individualize the resolution of conflicts; (ii) the 
precedence scheme is overcome by the explicit rules 
definition. The possibility to apply several categories 
resolution (basic and combined), are a unique solution in 
AOP context; (iii) the weaving strategy makes the 
aspects remain intact. They are not contaminated of the 
associations, by no one of the conflict resolution 
methods applied.    

These characteristics make this approach very 
flexible, effective and powerful in order to handle 
conflicts. The SoC principle also stays. Additional 
benefits are achieved as the reusability because the 
aspects do not contain any information about the 
functional components that they cuts. 

The strategies describe in sections 3, 4 and 5 have 
been implemented in a research prototype denominated 
MEDIATOR. MEDIATOR allows implementation of 
AOP application in Java. MEDIATOR is simple and 
easy. It extends Java with two new units: associations 
and explicit rules. The MEDIATOR relationships are 
still a reduced group (call-after, call-before, set-after and 
get-after). We are working in the extension of this group 
and also allowing the use of some wildcards.  

The disadvantage of our approach arises in very 
complex scenarios in which dozens of conflicts can be 
activated and they require similar solutions. The explicit 
rules definition can be a tedious, repetitive and a task 
prone to errors. In these cases, the best strategy will be 
to use symbolic and general rule definition. In this way, 
each symbolic rule can solve subsets of conflicts. We 
are working on the implementation of rule expert system 
embedded in MEDIATOR. The rule expert system 
allows us to detect and to solve conflicts by means of the 
definition of symbolic rules [1][2].   
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